Two analytical methods to study the interaction of AGEs with cell surface proteins.
Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) are sugar-modified proteins that are known to appear in vivo and are suspected to be involved in the pathogenesis of several diseases. Although different cellular responses to AGEs can be measured in cell culture studies, knowledge about the nature of AGE-binding and their cell surface receptors is poor. In the present paper a method for the purification of AGE-binding proteins from membrane fractions derived from different rat organs as well as a method for assaying the binding of fluorescein labelled AGEs to the surface of cells of different cell lines are described. The presence of more than 10 proteins interacting with AGEs could be shown in membrane fractions obtained from rat organs. Additionally, binding of AGE-modified BSA to different cells could be shown using fluorescence-labelled ligands in a flow cytometric approach. The presented methods provide an option to isolate AGE-interacting proteins which is a precondition for the identification of these proteins. Furthermore, the measurement of AGE-binding to cell surfaces bears the potential to gain a deeper understanding about the nature of AGE-binding to cell surface proteins and might be applied as a preliminary test before performing cell culture studies about AGE effects.